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  Skill/technique                                                                                              Guidance

  Know main colours used on an                                   Know what is meant by dark & light green, white, yellow, blue, brown,
  orienteering map                                                         black and purple . 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

                                                                                        Recognise and be able to describe standard symbols for path,
  Know/recognise main map features & symbols           track/road, stream, wall, fence, pond, marsh, boulder, tree,
                                                                                        building.  Know the purple Start & Finish symbols.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
                                                                                            
  Set the map using visible features                                 Understand what to do, how to do it, and why it matters; know 
  Keep the map set (walk round the map)                       what is required and usually do it without prompting.
  Thumb the map    
  Fold the map                                                            
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Choose correct direction from path junction with a         Set the map at every junction and leave a control in the correct direction.
control 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
  
Follow line features                                                          Progress confidently along paths, tracks, fences and distinct
                                                                                          vegetation boundaries.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Set the map using a compass needle                                Know why, how and when to do it. Be confident which  end of the 
                                                                                         compass needle points north.
                                                                                          Know North, South, East and West       
___________________________________________________________________________________
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  Skill/technique                                                                                                  Guidance

Fold, Set and Thumb the map
Know/recognise main map features & symbols                             Show confidence in these techniques
Set the map using a compass needle
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify tick-off features on map                                                    Find on the map useful features that will be seen during a leg.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Recognise and use tick-off features in terrain                                 Recognise tick-off features previously identified.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Judgement of relative distance                                                        Show understanding and judgement of approximate relative
                                                                                                         distance, eg. the boulder is half way along the path.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Adjust speed sensibly                                                                      Know when to slow down and think; understand that there's
                                                                                                         more to orienteering than running fast.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Check direction of line features                                                      Always check direction from the set map before setting off on
                                                                                                         path/track etc.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Leave line feature and return to it                                                   Recognise controls on nearby features and be confident to visit
                                                                                                         them and return to line feature.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Choose correct direction from path junction without a control      Recognise junctions and make correct decisions by checking
                                                                                                        map.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Avoid distractions, don't follow others                                          Understand reasons for not following.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Using the map, identify opportunities for cutting corners             Identify obvious opportunities and describe terrain features
                                                                                                        at the spot.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Cut corners using map only                                                           Cut corners previously identified.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Fold the map
Set the map using visible features                             These practices should be becoming normal
Thumb the map
Avoid distractions, don't follow others 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Adjust speed as needed                                           Move quickly when you know you're going the right way and you
                                                                                know what's going to stop you. Slower final approach to control.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Check direction of line features                               Always set map at a big change of direction.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Cut corners using map and rough compass             Do when obvious opportunities arise.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Recognise major contour features                           Identify on map hills and lumps with more than 2 contours; 
                                                                                 recognise them in terrain.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify and use attack points on the map               Understand purpose of attack points.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify alternative routes on map                           Understand there's often a choice. Discuss main pros and cons of 
                                                                                 possible choices.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Estimate distance on map                                        Roughly estimate on map distances of 50-400m, referring to map scale.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Judgement of absolute distance                              Know own pace count for 100m and effect of terrain,walking or running.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Simplify the map, pick tick-off features                 Describe legs in terms of major landmarks and tick-off features
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify & use catching features                             Identify catching features; consistently use them .
________________________________________________________________________________
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Understand the hazards and risks of Orienteering        Have a discussion about this.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Break long legs between controls down                       Identify major features along a long leg and navigate between them.
into shorter legs.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Make a plan for every leg of the journey                     The plan should always consist of Direction, Distance, Tick-off points
                                                                                       Attack point, Destination, Catching feature.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Take a careful heading using the compass                  Show the use of the set map and compass direction of travel arrow 
"direction of travel" arrow.                                          to navigate towards an aiming point.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify & use simple contour features to use             Use valleys, ridges etc. to navigate short distances.
as handrails.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Maintain map contact                                                 Be sure of own location to appropriate level of accuracy 
                                                                                   using thumbing and folding.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Relocation skills                                                        Discuss map memory. Relocation methods; reset map, change position to gather 
                                                                                  information, locate by the direction of a line feature, resection, transit,   
                                                                                  direction of slope. Practise relocation away from the pressure of competitions.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify your current place                                       Have a discussion about this, point towards further coaching.
on the BOF learning ladder                                                                               
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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